Your Private Yoga Paradise
An Unforgettable Experience
Imagine yourself relaxing with your fellow yogis at one of the most spectacular locations in the world. Enrich your
practice surrounded by primary cloud rainforest, tropical flowers, toucans, monkeys, parrots, and butterflies. Enjoy your
privacy in our modern, comfortable and stylish villas. Situated high up in the mountainside, you will love the dramatic
Pacific Ocean views, primary rainforest jungle and cloud forest above. The villas have been designed with the heavenly
views in mind. Soak in a free standing tub, lay out on the terrace, or cool down in your own infinity pool while enjoying
the breath taking panoramic views all around. De-stress, Rejuvenate, Enjoy.
Vista Celestial is a piece of heaven. The impressive view of the Pacific Ocean induces an immediate sense of well-being.
The sunsets are breath taking, the nights filled with thousands of stars. There are countless beautiful areas to enjoy a
sunrise or sunset yoga session. Vista Celestial focuses on total body health and well-being serving only healthy drink and
cuisine options.

Escape to Vista Celestial
The property will be exclusively booked for your group to ensure ultimate privacy and enjoyment. Rediscover your inner peace in our stylish and comfy villas,
bar and lounge areas. If you’re looking to rejuvenate your spirit in style, Vista Celestial is a perfect option. After your yoga sessions you can enjoy the best
beaches in Costa Rica. Experience our beautiful deserted beaches (more than 13 are protected as national park). Enjoy the surf, walks on an empty beach, or
one of the many tours we offer including whale and dolphin watching, snorkeling tours, surfing lessons, horseback riding, or a refreshing swim in a waterfall.
Spacious Villas with panoramic views, open terrace, & private infinity pool

Swim up bar and beautiful main pool

Ocean views with direct views of the famous Whale’s Tail

Tropical setting with flora and fauna all around

High elevation offering cool breezes that relax your mind, body, and soul

Service bar in the villas

& enhance natural beauty sleep

Organic drinks & food at our ‘guest-only’ restaurant

Free standing tub and shower with spectacular views

Book your Escape Now!
VistaCelestial.com - info@vistacelestial.com
Contact Jennifer at 888-829-7560

